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We consider a general second-order hyperbolic equation defined on an open
bounded domain V ; R n with variable coefficients in both the elliptic principal
Ž .part and in the first-order terms as well. At first, no boundary conditions B.C. are
Ž .imposed. Our main result Theorem 3.5 is a reconstruction, or inverse, estimate
for solutions w: under checkable conditions on the coefficients of the principal
1Ž . Ž .part, the H V = L V -energy at time t s T , or at time t s 0, is dominated by2
Ž .the L S -norms of the boundary traces › wr›n and w , modulo an interior2 A t
lower-order term. Once homogeneous B.C. are imposed, our results yield}under a
uniqueness theorem, needed to absorb the lower-order term}continuous observ-
ability estimates for both the Dirichlet and Neumann case, with an explicit, sharp
observability time; hence, by duality, exact controllability results. Moreover, no
artificial geometrical conditions are imposed on the controlled part of the bound-
ary in the Neumann case. In contrast with existing literature, the first step of our
method employs a Riemann geometry approach to reduce the original variable
coefficient principal part problem in V ; R n to a problem on an appropriate
Ž .Riemann manifold determined by the coefficients of the principal part , where the
principal part is the Laplacian. In our second step, we employ explicit Carleman
Žestimates at the differential level to take care of the variable first-order energy
.level terms. In our third step, we employ micro-local analysis yielding a sharp trace
estimate, to remove artificial geometrical conditions on the controlled part of the
boundary, in the Neumann case. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION. DUAL PROBLEM: CONTINUOUS
OBSERVABILITY INEQUALITIES. LITERATURE
Standing Assumptions
Ž . nH.1 : Let V ; R be a bounded, open domain with boundary G s › V
of class C 2. Let G and G be open disjoint subsets of G with G s G j G .0 1 0 1
Let
n › › w
w xAw ’ y a x , x s x , . . . , x 1.1Ž . Ž .Ý i j 1 nž /› x › xi ji , js1
be a second-order differential operator, with real coefficients a s a ofi j ji
class C1, see Remark 2.1 below, satisfying the uniform ellipticity condition
n n
2a x j j G a j , x g V , 1.2aŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i
i , js1 is1
for some positive constant a ) 0. Assume further that
n
n na x j j ) 0, ; x g R , j s j , j , . . . , j g R , j / 0.Ž . Ž .Ý i j i j 1 2 n
i , js1
1.2bŽ .
Ž . Ž .H.2 : Let F w be a linear, first-order differential operator in all1
 4 Ž .variables t, x , . . . , x on w with L Q -coefficients, thus satisfying the1 n ‘
following pointwise estimate: there exists a constant C ) 0 such thatT
2 22 2< <F w F C w q =w q w , ; t , x g Q, 1.3Ž . Ž .1 T t
Ž x Ž . 1Ž . Ž xwhere Q s 0, T = V and w t, x g C Q . Let 0, T = G ’ S , i s 0, 1;i i
Ž x Ž0, T = G ’ S. Lower regularity than L can be assumed for the zero-‘
order term, depending on the dimension n via Sobolev embedding, but we
.shall not insist on this detail.
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Dirichlet Control
We consider the Dirichlet mixed second-order hyperbolic problem in the
Ž . Ž .unknown w t, x and its dual homogeneous problem in c t, x ,
w q Aw s F w in Q;Ž .t t 1
w 0, ? s w , w 0, ? s w in V ;Ž . Ž .0 t 1
<w ’ 0 in S ;S 00
<w s u in S ;S 11 1.4Ž .
c q Ac s F c in Q;Ž .t t
c T , ? s c , c T , ? s c in V ;Ž . Ž .0 t 1
<c ’ 0 in S ,S
Ž Ž ..with control function u g L 0, T ; L G in the Dirichlet B.C., where2 2 1
Ž .F c is a suitable first-order differential operator, depending on the
Ž .original operator F , and satisfying the same pointwise bound such as 1.31
for F .1
Continuous Obser¤ability Inequality in the Dirichlet Case
As our first goal, we seek to establish}under a suitable additional
assumption}the following a priori inequality for the homogeneous Dirich-
Ž .let c-problem 1.4 : there exists a constant T ) 0, depending upon the0
 4triple V, G , G and the coefficients a , such that for all T ) T , there is0 1 i j 0
a constant c ) 0 for whichT
2
›cT 2
1 4dS G c c , c . 1.5Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H V =L V1 T 0 1 0 2ž /›n0 G A1
Ž . n Ž .In 1.5 , › wr›n s Ý a › wr› x n is the co-normal derivative, whereA i, js1 i j j i
w x Ž .n s n , . . . , n is the unit outward normal on G. Equation 1.5 is the1 n
Ž .continuous obser¤ability inequality for the c-problem 1.4 in the established
w x w x Ž .terminology of 2 . As is well known, e.g., 10, 13, 27 , inequality 1.5 for
Ž .the c-problem 1.4 is, by duality or transposition, equi¤alent to the exact
Ž .controllability property of the nonhomogeneous w-problem 1.4 at time T ,
Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž ..on the space L V = H V , within the class of L 0, T ; L G -con-2 2 2 1
trols; in other words, such exact controllability is the property that the
map L :T
 4u , w s 0, w s 00 1
“ L u ’ w T , ? , w T , ? is surjective from 4Ž . Ž .T t
L 0, T ; L G onto L V = Hy1 V , 1.6aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 1 2
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 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .with w T , ? , w T , ? solution of the w-problem 1.4 at t s T ; whilet
Ž . w x w xinequality 1.5 is a restatement 27 of the following standard 24, p. 235
inequality from below of the corresponding adjoint:
5 U 5 2 5 5 y1L z G c z , 1.6bŽ .L Ž0 , T ; L ŽG .. L ŽV .=H ŽV .T T2 1 2
Ž .which is well known to be equivalent to the surjectivity property 1.6a .
Ž . Ž .Remark 1.1. The converse trace regularity of inequality 1.5 always
w xholds true, for any T ) 0 12, 11, 19 .
Neumann Control
Here we let G / B, G l G s B, and consider the Neumann mixed0 0 1
Ž .second-order hyperbolic problem in the unknown w t, x and its dual
Ž .homogeneous version in c t, x :
c q Ac s F c in Q;w q Aw s F w ; Ž .Ž . t tt t 1
c T , ? s c , c T , ? s c in V ;w 0, ? s w , w 0, ? s w ; Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0 t 10 t 1
<< c ’ 0 in S ;w ’ 0; SS 000
›c› w
q bc ’ 0 in S ,s u; 1›n›n AA S S1 1
1.7Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .with control function u g L 0, T ; L G ’ L S in the Neumann B.C.,2 2 1 2 1
where F is a suitable first-order differential operator depending on F ,1
Ž .and satisfying the same pointwise estimate such as 1.3 for F , and b is a1
suitable function, depending on F .1
Continuous Obser¤ability Inequality in the Neumann Case
As our second goal, we seek to establish}under a suitable additional
assumption}the following a priori inequality for the homogeneous Neu-
Ž .mann c-problem 1.7 : there exists a constant T ) 0, depending upon the0
 4triple V, G , G and the coeffients a , such that for all T ) T , there is a0 1 i j 0
constant c ) 0 for whichT
T 22 1 4c dS G c c , c , 1.8Ž .Ž . Ž .H V =L VH H t 1 T 0 1 G 20
0 G1
1 Ž .  1Ž . < 4where H V s f g H V : f s 0 , whenever the left-hand side isGG 00
Ž .finite. This is the continuous obser¤ability inequality for the c-problem 1.7
w x Ž . Ž2 . Again, by duality or transposition, inequality 1.8 is equi¤alent see,
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w x.e.g., 10, 14, 15 to the exact controllabiality property of the nonhomoge-
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .neous w-problem 1.7 at time T , on the space H V = L V , within theG 20
Ž Ž ..class of L 0, T ; L G -controls; in other words, such exact controllability2 2 1
is the property that the map L :T
 4u , w s 0, w s 00 1
“ L u ’ w T , ? , w T , ? is surjective from 4Ž . Ž .T t
L 0, T ; L G onto H 1 = L V , 1.9aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 1 G 20
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .with w T , ? , w T , ? solution of the w-problem 1.7 at t s T , whilet
Ž . w x w xinequality 1.8 is a restatement 14 of the following standard 24, p. 235
inequality from below of the corresponding adjoint:
5 U 5 5 5 1L z G c z , 1.9bŽ .L Ž0 , T ; L ŽG .. H =L ŽV .T T2 2 1 G 20
Ž . w xwhich is well known to be equivalent to the surjectivity property 1.9a 14 .
Ž .Remark 1.2. The converse of inequality 1.8 is false for dim V G 2,
w xand is true for dim V s 1 16 , for any T ) 0.
Literature
Our results are more general than just continuous observability esti-
mates, or}by duality}exact controllability statements. The latter are
w xgenerally obtained in the literature through the former 2 , on the basis of
w xthe standard functional analysis result 24, p. 235 quoted before. One
exception is the approach pursued by Littman, who seeks exact controlla-
bility results directly, without passing through continuous observability
w xinequalities 20]22 .
A detailed analysis of the various methods used in the literature to
Ž . Ž .establish continuous observability inequalities, such as 1.5 and 1.8 ,
along with a description of their virtues and shortcomings, was already
w xgiven in our previous announcement 18 of the present paper. They are:
Ž . Ž .i By now classical differential multipliers}h ? =c , c div h}
w x w x Ž .used after 11 , in 13, 5, 14, 19, 27 in 1986, where h x is a coercive vector
field. They have been successful in proving the continuous observability
Ž . Ž . Žinequalities 1.5 and 1.8 in the case where A s yD or in the case of
.constant coefficients a of the principal part . However, these originali j
differential multipliers tolerate additional terms only below the energy
level; i.e., a zero-order operator F is fine, but a truly first-order operator F
causes the method to fail.
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Ž .ii Pseudodifferential multipliers, micro-local analysis, propagation
w xof singularities initiated in 20 and culminated into the general treatment
w xin 1 . However, it is not an easy matter to verify in applications and
Ž .examples the sharp sufficient condition that all rays of geometric optics
Ž xhit the effective controlled part S s 0, T = G of the lateral boundary1 1
S of the cylinder Q at a nondiffractive point. Moreover, the method uses
C‘ data and G, at least at present. Extension to other nonhyperbolic
models, such as plate-like problems, seems a serious issue.
Ž .iii General pseudodifferential multipliers derived from pseudocon-
w x w xvex functions 6 for general evolution equations 25 . These techniques
w xwith pseudodifferential Carleman multipliers proposed in 25 , which in
w x Žprior literature 6 were applied to solutions with compact support thereby
not accounting for boundary traces which are instead critical for continu-
.ous observability inequalities are unifying across several evolution equa-
tions. However, they require the existence of a pseudoconvex function, a
property which essentially can be verified mostly if not exclusively in the
case of constant coefficients a of the principal part A. Moreover, at leasti j
w xin 25 , the control is taken to be active on the entire boundary G.
Ž .iv Subsequent specific, corresponding differential multipliers ver-
Ž Ž ..sions much more flexible than classical differential multipliers in i ,
w xtuned to second-order hyperbolic equations 17, 8, 3 . In the specific
concrete analysis of differential Carleman multipliers tuned to second-
order hyperbolic equations, the drawback of the existence of pseudoconvex
function remains, of course, while now a more detailed analysis}this time
at the differential rather than the pseudodifferential level}allows the
control to act on a suitable part of the boundary. These differential
Carleman multipliers can be viewed as a nontrivial generalization of the
Ž .original differential multipliers h ? =, c div h in i , over which they possess
an added flexibility via the parameter t below, which allows to handle also
Ž .those first-order terms F as in 1.3 , that original multipliers could not
deal with.
w xThe general, technical, sharp approach in 1 which follows the dynamics
along bi-characteristics }the carriers of energy}did not seal the problem.
Other approaches, mentioned above, made connections with other ideas in
the P.D.E.'s area, such as pseudoconvex functions and Carleman estimates,
and injected new enlightenment into the continuous observability inequali-
ties. Even this further development does not seal the problem, and the
infusion of other ideas is possible. In this scenario, recently Riemann
geometric methods were introduced and combined with classical differen-
Ž .tial multipliers as in i , to establish continuous observability inequalities,
Ž . Ž . w xsuch as 1.5 and 1.8 28 . This method has the virtue of allowing variable
Ž .coefficients a x of the principal part A, subject to certain verifiablei j
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w xassumptions. However, in its original form 28 , this approach also cannot
handle genuine first-order energy level terms F. The reason will be
w xexplained in Remark 4.2.1 below. Moreover, the treatment in 28 required
unnecessary geometrical conditions.
Contribution of the Present Paper
In this paper, we present a successful combination of three key ingredi-
ents which allow to establish the validity of the continuous observability
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .inequalities 1.5 and 1.8 in the case of a variable coefficients a x ofi j
Ž .the principal part A, subject to verifiable conditions, b genuine first-order,
Ž .energy level terms F , and c with no artificial geometric conditions in the1
Ž .Neumann case. These three ingredients are 1 the Riemann geometric
w x Ž . w xapproach of 28 , 2 the Carleman differential multipliers used in 17 ,
w xwhich now replace the original classical differential multipliers of 28 ,
Ž .expressed though in the Riemann metric, 3 the pseudodifferential ap-
w xproach in 15 which led to an L -estimate of the tangential derivative2
Ž .gradient of the solution w in terms of L -boundary estimates of w and2 t
› wr›n , modulo lower-order terms; see Lemma 6.2 below.A
Ž .It is ingredient 2 that permits the addition of a bona fide first-order
Ž . w x Ž .operator F as in 1.3 to the result of 28 . Further, it is ingredient 3 that1
w xpermits the elimination of geometrical conditions present in 28 in the
Neumann case.
The present approach provides the optimal time for the validity of the
Ž . Ž .continuous observability inequalities 1.5 and 1.8 as is the case with
pseudoconvex functions.
Ž Ž . .Our new main differential multiplier is see 4.2.2 below
tf Ž x , t . ² :e = f , = w y f w 1.10Ž .gg g t t
Ž n .in the Riemann metric R , g below, where f is the pseudoconvex
Ž .function defined in 3.6a below. Additional multipliers in the proof below
are
d
tf tf tfw div e = f y e f ; we , 1.11Ž .Ž .0 g tdt
Ž .see Lemma 4.2.2 with m s m defined in 4.2.14 . In the present paper, the
1Ž . Ž .inverserobservability estimates are given at the H V = L V -level. In2
w xa companion paper 18a , we provide a global inverserobservability esti-
Ž . y1Ž .mate at the L V = H V -level also in the variable coefficient case:2
w xhere the pseudo-differentialrmicro-local analysis approach of 15 , which
required A s yD and F a zero order operator in just one step, is1
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integrated with the Riemann geometric approach for such step, thus
w xextending the estimate of 15 .
2. RIEMANNIAN METRIC GENERATED BY THE
PRINCIPAL PART A
Ž . Ž .Recalling the coefficients a s a of A, let A x and G x be, respec-i j ji
tively, the coefficient matrix and its inverse
y1A x s a x ; G x s A x s g x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j 2.1Ž .
i , j s 1, . . . , n; x g R n .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Both A x and G x are n = n matrices. A x is positive definite for any
n Ž .x g R by assumption 1.2b .
Riemannian Metric
n w xLet R have the usual topology and x s x , x , . . . , x be the natural1 2 n
coordinate system. For each x g R n, define the inner product and the
norm on the tangent space R n s R n byx
n
² :g X , Y s X , Y s g x a b , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýg i j i j
ijs1
n n› ›1r2 n< < ² :X s X , X , ;X s a , Y s b g R . 2.3Ž .Ý Ýg g i i x› x › xi iis1 is1
Ž . Ž n .It is easily checked from 1.2b that R , g is a Riemannian manifold
n Žwith the Riemannian metric g. We shall denote g s Ý g dx dx . Ifi js1 i j i j
Ž . Ž . n .A x ’ I, i.e., A s yD, then G x ’ I, and g is the Euclidean R -metric.
Euclidean Metric
For each x g R n, denote by
n




n;X s a , Y s b g R ,Ý Ýi i x› x › xi iis1 is1
n n Ž .the Euclidean metric on R . For x g R , and with reference to 2.1 , set
n n n› ›
nA x X s a x a , ;X s a g R . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j j i xž / › x › xi iis1 js1 is1
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Ž .Thus, recalling the co-normal derivative defined below 1.5 , we have
n n› w › w
s a x n s A x = w ? n . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý i j i 0ž /›n › xA jis1 js1
Ž .In 2.6 , and hereafter, we denote by a sub ``0'' entities in the Euclidean
1Ž . n Ž .Ž .metric. Thus, for f g C V and X s Ý a x ›r› x a vector fieldis1 i i
on R n,
n n› f › ›a xŽ .i
= f s and div X s 2.7Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 0› x › x › xi i iis1 is1
denote gradient of f and divergence of X in the Euclidean metric.
Further Relationships
1Ž .If f g C V , we define the gradient = f of f in the Riemannian metricg
g, via the Riesz representation theorem, by
² :X f s = f , X , 2.8Ž . Ž .gg
Ž n .where X is any vector field on the manifold R , g . The following lemma
w xprovides further relationships 28, Lem. 2.1 .
w xLEMMA 2.1. Let x s x , x , . . . , x be the natural coordinate system1 2 n
n 1Ž .in R . Let f , h g C V . Finally, let H, X be ¤ector fields. Then, with
reference to the abo¤e notation, we ha¤e
Ž .a
² : nH x , A x X x s H x ? X x , x g R ; 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g
Ž .b
n n › f ›
n= f x s a x s A x = f , x g R ; 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýg i j 0ž /› x › xj iis1 js1
Ž . n Ž . Ž . Ž .c if X s Ý j ›r› x , then by 2.8 and 2.10 ,is1 i i
n › f
² : ² :X f s = f , X s A= f , X s = f ? X s j ; 2.11Ž . Ž .Ýg gg 0 0 i › xiis1
Ž . Ž . Ž .d by 2.6 and 2.10 ,
› w
s A x = w ? n s = w ? n ; 2.12Ž . Ž .Ž .0 g›nA
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e by 2.8 , 2.10 , 2.9 ,
² : ² := f , = h s = f h s A x = f , = hŽ . Ž .g gg g g 0 g
s = f ? = h s = f ? A x = h , x g R n ; 2.13Ž . Ž .0 g 0 0
Ž . Ž n . Ž Ž . .f if H is a ¤ector field in R , g see, e. g., 2.16 below ,
1 2² : < <= f , = H f s DH = f , = f q div = f H xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .g gž /g g g g 0 g2
1 2 n< <y = f x div H x , x g R , 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gg 02
where DH is the co¤ariant differential discussed below;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g by 1.1 , 2.7 , 2.10 ,
n n› › w
Aw s y a xŽ .Ý Ý i jž /› x › xi jis1 js1
s ydiv A x = w s ydiv = w , w g C 2 V . 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 g
Co¤ariant Differential
Denote the Levi]Civita connection in the Riemannian metric g by D.
Let
n n› ›
H s h , X s j , 2.16Ž .Ý Ýk k› x › xk kks1 ks1
Ž n .be vector fields on R , g . The covariant differential DH of H determines
a bilinear form on R n = R n, for each x g R n, defined byx x
² : nDH Y , X s D H , Y , ;X , Y g R , 2.17Ž . Ž .gX x
where D H is the covariant derivative of H with respect to X. This isX
Ž . Ž .computed as follows, in the notation of 2.16 , 2.11 , by using the axioms
of a connection,
n n n› › ›
D H s D h s X h q h DŽ .Ý Ý ÝX X k k k Xž / ž /› x › x › xk k kks1 ks1 ks1
n n› ›
s X h q h j D , 2.18Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk k i › r› x i ž /› x › xk kks1 k , is1
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Ž .where by definition, see 2.11 ,
n › hk² :X h s = h , X s X ? = h s j ,Ž . Ýgk g k 0 k i › xiis1
2.19Ž .
n› ›
lD s G ,Ý› r› x iki ž /› x › xk lls1
l Ž .G being the connection coefficients Christoffel symbols of the connec-i k
tion D,
n1 › g › g › gk p i p ik y1lG s a q y , g s a . 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi k l p i j i jž /2 › x › x › xi k pps1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Inserting 2.20 into 2.19 , and then 2.19 into 2.18 , yields
n n n› ›
lD H s X h q h j GŽ .Ý Ý ÝX k k i ikž /› x › xk lks1 ls1 k , is1
n n ›
ls X h q h j G . 2.21Ž . Ž .Ý Ýl k i ik › xlls1 k , is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, inserting 2.21 into 2.17 , we obtain by 2.2 , 2.16 , and 2.19 for
Ž .X h :l
² :DH X , X s D H , XŽ . gX
n n
ls X h q h j G j g 2.22Ž . Ž .Ý Ýl k i ik j l j
l , js1 k , is1
n n n› hl lby 2.19 s g q h g G j j . 2.23Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý Ýl j k l j i k i j› xii , js1 ls1 k , ls1
n n Ž .Thus, in R = R , DH ?, ? is equivalent to the n = n matrixx x
n n› hl lm s g q h g G , i , j s 1, . . . , n. 2.24Ž .Ý Ýi j l j k l j i kž /› xils1 k , ls1
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Hessian in the Riemannian Metric g
2Ž n.Let f g C R . By definition, the Hessian of f with respect to the
metric g is
2 ² :D f X , X ’ D = f , X 2.25Ž . Ž .Ž . gX g
n n› fl ls j g q f g G j , 2.26Ž .Ý Ý Ýi l j k l j i k jž /› xii , js1 ls1 k , ls1
Ž . Ž .where, by 2.10 , f s = f is the lth coordinate of = f :l g l g
n › f
= f s f s a , l s 1, 2, . . . , n. 2.27Ž .Ž . Ýg l l pl › xpps1
Ž . Ž .To prove 2.26 , we recall 2.21 with H s = f , hence with coordinatesg
Ž . Ž . Ž .h s = f s f as in 2.27 , and obtain by 2.19 :l g l l
n n n› f ›l lD = f s j q f j G . 2.28Ž .Ž . Ý Ý ÝX g i k i ik› x › xi lls1 is1 k , is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, 2.2 , 2.16 for X, and 2.28 yield
n n n› fl l² :D = f , X s g j q f j G j 2.29Ž .Ž . Ý Ý ÝgX g l q i k i ik q› xil , qs1 is1 k , is1
n› fl ls g j j q g f j G j 2.30Ž .Ý Ýl q i q l q k i ik q› xil , q , is1 l , q , k , is1
n n › fls j g jÝ Ýi l q qž /› xii , qs1 ls1
n n
lq j g f G j , 2.31Ž .Ý Ýi l q k ik qž /
i , qs1 l , ks1
Ž . Ž .and 2.31 proves 2.26 , as desired with q s j.
Ž .Thus, by 2.26 , we have that
D2 f is positive on R n = R n if and only if thex x
n n› fl ln = n matrix m s g q f g G , 2.32Ž .Ý Ýi j l j k l j i kž /› xils1 k , ls1
i , j s 1, . . . , n , is positive, with f given by 2.27 .Ž .l
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Ž . 1Remark 2.1. Let the coefficients a in 1.1 be of class C , as assumed.i j
Ž . 1Then, the entries g in 2.1 are of class C as well. Thus, the connectioni j
l Ž . 0coefficients G in 2.20 are of class C . The geodesics-solutions to ai k
corresponding second order non-linear ordinary differential equation are
2 2Ž .then of class C . Thus, the square of the distance function d x, x , seeg 0
Example 8.1 is in C 2. This is sufficient for the estimates below in the case
of second order hyperbolic equations. In our case, where the manifolds are
complete, the geodesics exist globally.
3. MAIN RESULTS. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let the domain V and the elliptic operator A in 1.1 be given satisfying
Ž . Ž .the standing assumption H.1 s 1.2 . The additional hypothesis which we
Ž .shall need to establish the continuous observability inequalities 1.5 and
Ž .1.8 is the following.
Ž .Main Assumption H.3
2We assume that there exists a function ¤ : V “ R of class C which is0
strictly convex on V, with respect to the Riemannian metric g defined in
Ž . Ž .Section 2. For purposes of 3.4 below, we translate ¤ x as to make
it nonnegative on V, and set
0 F ¤ x s ¤ x y min ¤ x . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
xgV
This assumption means that the Hessian of ¤ in the Riemannian metric g
Ž . Ž .is positive on V, as defined by 2.25 , 2.32 :
2 nD ¤ X , X x ) 0, ; x g V , X g R . 3.2aŽ . Ž . Ž .x
Ž .Since V is compact, it follows from 3.2a that there exists a positive
constant r ) 0 such that
22 n< <D ¤ X , X G 2 r X , ; x g V , X g R . 3.2bŽ . Ž .g x
Ž .Under assumption H.3 , we then take the vector field
n n › ¤ ›
h x ’ = ¤ x s a x , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýg i jž /› x › xj iis1 js1
Ž .defined as the gradient of ¤ x with respect to the Riemannian metric g,
Ž .see 2.10 .
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w x Ž .When F ’ 0 in 28 or else when F is zero order , the above1 1
Ž .assumption 3.26 can be weakened, within the present Riemann geometric
approach, to read: there exists a vector field H on the Riemann manifold
Ž n .R , g such that
< < 2 n- D H , X ) G a X ;X g R , x g VgX g x
for some constant a ) 0. In this assumption, the required vector field X
w xneed not be the covariant differential of a function 28, Example 3.4 ,
Ž .unlike 3.3 above.
Section 8 below will provide some nontrivial illustrations where the
Ž . Ž .standing assumption H.1 as well as the main assumption H.3 are
wguaranteed to hold true, in the spirit of more general results as in 28,
xSection 1 .
Main Results. Continuous Obser¤ability Inequalities
We are now in the position to state our main results concerning the
Ž . Ž .validity of the continuous observability inequalities 1.5 and 1.8 for the
Dirichlet and the Neumann case, respectively. First, define
1r2max ¤ xŽ .x g V
T s 2 ; r as in 3.2b . 3.4Ž . Ž .0 ž /r
Remark 3.1. Both Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below require a uniqueness
Ž . Ž .continuation result for the hyperbolic c-problem 1.4 , respectively 1.7 ,
with over-determined B.C.,
›c
<’ 0 for Theorem 3.1; c ’ 0 for Theorem 3.2, 3.5Ž .S
›nA S1
which asserts that, then, c ’ 0 in Q, for T as given. This uniqueness
continuation result is needed to absorb the lower-order term from esti-
Ž . Ž . Ž .mates 5.2.13 , respectively 7.1 , through a by now standard compact-
nessruniqueness argument. Global uniqueness continuation results, pre-
cisely as stated above}i.e., precisely as needed below in Theorem 3.1
Ž . Ž .Dirichlet case and in Theorem 3.2 Neumann case }have been obtained
w x w xvery recently see 30 in the Dirichlet case and particularly 18b in both
the Dirichlet and the Neumann case, at least when A s yD, under some
geometrical conditions. Here, moreover, T is the `optimal time' related to
the finite speed of propagation. In addition, known uniqueness continua-
tion results mostly though of local character, include the following cases:
Ž .a The case where the coefficients a of the principal part arei j
1Ž .time-independent and of class C V , as assumed; while the coefficients of
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Ž . Ž .the first-order operator F in 1.4a , or 1.7a , are analytic in time and in
Ž . Ž .L Q , as assumed in 1.3 . In this case, a local uniqueness continuation‘
w x w xresult, of the type noted above, 26, Section 5.1, p. 882 , see also 7 .
The subcase, where the coefficients of F are also time-independent and
Ž . w xin L Q , appears also in 9, Corollary 3.4.3, p. 63 , still in a local version.‘
Here, another approach is as follows. The aforementioned uniqueness
continuation results for the hyperbolic over-determined problem can, in
w xturn, be reduced 1 to a corresponding second-order over-determined
elliptic problem to which we apply a corresponding elliptic uniqueness
w xresult. 6, Theorem 17.2.6, p. 14 .
Ž . Ž .b The case of real analytic data covered by Holmgren-John's
w x Ž .theorem 9, p. 52, 6 semi-global, optimal version .
1Ž . Ž .c The case where yA s Dra , with a g C V , time-indepen-0 0
Ž .dent, a ) 0, but the coefficients of F possibly time-dependent in L Q ,0 ‘
w xwhich is covered by 9, Theorem 3.4.1 , in a local version, with a global
version when G s G.1
Ž .THEOREM 3.1 Dirichlet case . Let V, A, and F satisfy the standing
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assumptions H.1 s 1.2 , H.2 s 1.3 . Let assumption H.3 s 3.2 hold
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .true and define h x by 3.3 . Let T ) T , see 3.4 . Assume that h x ? n x0
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xF 0 for x g G , where we recall that n x s n x , . . . , n x is the unit0 1 n
Ž . Ž . n Ž . Ž .outward normal ¤ector to G, and where h x ? n x s Ý h x n x is theis1 i i
dot product in R n. Assume the uniqueness continuation property of the
Ž . Ž .o¤er-determined problem 1.4 with ›cr›n ’ 0, as described in RemarkA S1
Ž .3.1 abo¤e. Then, the obser¤ability inequality 1.5 for the Dirichlet c-problem
Ž .1.4 holds true.
w x w xIn the next result, unlike much of the literature 19 , 28 , and in line
w x w xwith 15 , 17 , we impose no geometrical conditions on the controlledrob-
served part of the boundary G .1
Ž .THEOREM 3.2 Neumann case . Let V, A, and F satisfy the standing
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assumptions H.1 , H.2 . Let assumption H.3 hold true and define h x by
Ž .3.3 . Let G and G be gi¤en, G ’ G j G , G / B, G l G s B, and0 1 0 1 0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .h x ? n x F 0 for x g G . Let T ) T , see 3.4 . Assume the uniqueness0 0
Ž . <continuation property of the o¤er-determined problem 1.7 with c ’ 0, asS
Ž .described in Remark 3.1. Then, the obser¤ability inequality 1.8 for the
Ž .Neumann c-problem 1.7 holds true.
Ž .Remark 3.2. T , defined in 3.4 , is sharp even in the case of constant0
Ž .coefficients with a radial vector field. If ¤ x is the square of the distance
function, then r s 1 and T is equal to the diameter of V. We also note0
2Ž .that the square of the distance function d x, x in the Riemann metric isg 0
always locally strictly convex, so that, if V is ``sufficiently small'', the above
results are applicable.
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Carleman Estimates
The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be shown as a consequence of
Ž .suitable Carleman estimates for 1.4a with no boundary conditions im-
posed, which we now describe.
Let ¤ : V “ R be the strictly convex function, with respect to the
Ž .Riemannian metric g, provided by assumption H.3 . Define the function
f : V = R “ R by
2T
f x , t ’ ¤ x y c t y , 3.6aŽ . Ž . Ž .
2
Ž .where T ) T , see 3.4 , and c is a constant chosen below as follows. Let0
Ž .T ) T be given. By 3.4 , there is d ) 0 such that0
rT 2 ) 4 max ¤ x q 4d .Ž .
xgV
For this d , there is then a constant c, 0 - c - r, such that
cT 2 ) 4 max ¤ x q 4d , 0 - c - r . 3.6bŽ . Ž .
xgV
Ž . Ž .Henceforth, let f be defined by 3.6a with the above c as in 3.6b
Ž .unless otherwise explicitly noted. Such function f x, t has then the
following properties:
Ž .i
f x , 0 - yd and f x , T - yd uniformly in x g V ; 3.6cŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .ii there are t and t with 0 - t - Tr2 - t - T such that0 1 0 1
d
min f x , t G y , 3.6dŽ . Ž .
2w xxgV , tg t , t0 1
Ž . Ž .since f x, Tr2 s ¤ x G 0 for all x g V;
Ž . Ž .iii recalling 3.3 ,
T
= f s = ¤ s h; f x , t ’ y2c t y ,Ž .g g t ž /2 3.6eŽ .
f ’ y2c ; f x , 0 ’ cT ; f x , T ’ ycT .Ž . Ž .t t t
Ž . Ž .The important property 3.6c will be invoked in the proof of 4.2.26 of
Ž . Ž .Lemma 4.2.5 leading to Theorem 3.3, 3.9a . The important property 3.6d
Ž Ž .in fact, only the weaker property: min f x, t G s ) yd is actually
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. Ž . Ž .needed will be invoked in going from 3.9a to 3.9b in the statement of
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.3 Carleman estimates, first version , but not before 3.9a .
w xThe following result is a counterpart of 17, Theorem 2.1.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.3 Carleman estimates, first version . Assume H.1 , H.2 ,
Ž . Ž .and H.3 . Let f g L Q . Let w be a solution of the second-order hyperbolic2
equation
w q Aw s F w q f in Q 3.7Ž . Ž .t t 1
w xwith no boundary conditions imposed , within the following class:
w g H 1, 1 Q ’ L 0, T ; H 1 V l H 1 0, T ; L V 3.8aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 2
› w
w , g L 0, T ; L G . 3.8bŽ . Ž .Ž .t 2 2›nA
Ž . Ž .Let f x, t be the function defined by 3.6a , and C a generic constant.T
Then, for t ) 0, the following one-parameter family of estimates holds true,
CT 2tf 2< 5 5BT q e f dQ q TC const wŽ . S H C Žw0, T x ; L ŽV ..w T t 2t Q
CT 2tf 2< <G r y c y e = w q w dQH gg tž /t Q
ydty C 1 q t e E T q E 0 3.9aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
CT yŽtd r2.G r y c y ež /t
t1 ydt= E T dt y C 1 q t e E T q E 0 , 3.9bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
t0
Ž . < w xwhere the boundary terms BT o¤er S s 0, T = G are gi¤en bySw
› w
tf<BT s e h w y f w dSŽ . Ž .S Hw t t›nS A
› w 1
tfq w m y 1 q c e dSŽ .H
›n 2S A
1 2tf 2 < <q e w y = w h ? n dS , 3.10Ž .H gt g2 S
Ž . Ž .with m x, t a suitable function depending on f, defined in 4.2.14 below.
Moreo¤er, we ha¤e set for con¤enience
2 2E t s E t s = w t , x q w t , x dV , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hw g tg
V
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Ž . ² : ² : Ž .and we recall that h w s h, = w s = ¤ , = w s = w ? h by 2.8 andg gg g g 0
Ž . Ž .2.11 , with h the ¤ector field defined by 3.3 .
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.3. By 2.13 , 1.2a , we have
22
a = w t , x F = w t , x s = w t , x ? A x = w t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 g 0 0g
2F a = w t , x , x g V , 3.12Ž . Ž .1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a ) 0 is the constant in 1.2a . Thus, by 3.11 and 3.12 , we have
that
2
1 <E t is equivalent to w t , w t if w ’ 0, G / B. 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H V =L V St 0G 2 00
3.13Ž .
Ž .We shall henceforth use 3.13 freely, particularly for t s 0 and t s T.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 3.4. Property 3.6c is used to obtain 3.9a . Property 3.6d is
Ž .used to obtain 3.9b .
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Section 4. The counterpart of
w x17, Theorem 2.1.2 is the following.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4 Carleman estimates, second version . Assume the hy-
potheses of Theorem 3.3. Then, for all t ) 0 sufficiently large, there exists a
constant k ) 0 such that the following one-parameter family of estimatesf, t
holds true,
CT 2tf 2< 5 5BT q e f dQ q C const wŽ . S H L Ž0 , T ; L ŽV ..w T t 2 2t Q
C eyC T TTyŽtd r2. yŽdt r2.G e r y c y t y t y C 1 q t eŽ . Ž .1 0½ 5ž /t 2
= E T q E 0 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
G k E T q E 0 , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .f , t
Ž . < Ž xC a generic constant, where the boundary terms BT o¤er S s 0, T = GST w
are gi¤en by
› w
< <BT s BT q const w dS , 3.16Ž . Ž .Ž . S S Hw w f , t t›nS A
Ž < Ž .with BT defined by 3.10 .Sw
Ž .Assume, further, that the solution w of 3.7 satisfies
<w ’ 0, S s 0, T = G , and that h x ? n x F 0, x g G ,Ž Ž . Ž .S 0 0 00
3.17Ž .
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Ž . Ž .with h s = f s = ¤ by 3.6e , and n x the unit outward normal ¤ector atg g
x g G.
Ž .Then, estimate 3.15 holds true for t ) 0 sufficiently large, with the
Ž . < Ž . <boundary terms BT replaced by BT , i.e., e¤aluated only on S sS Sw 1w 1
Ž x Ž . < Ž x0, T = G , while the boundary terms BT e¤aluated on S s 0, T = GS1 w 0 00
Ž . < Ž Ž .are negati¤e: BT F 0 see 6.2 below for the precise expression ofSw 0
Ž . < .BT .Sw 0
Ž .The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Section 5.1. Estimate 3.15 of
Theorem 3.4 then readily yields Theorem 3.1 on the continuous observabil-
Ž . <ity inequality 1.5 in the Dirichlet case for c s w with f ’ 0, c ’ 0,S
and h ? n F 0 on G . This is done in Section 5.2. However, to prove0
Theorem 3.2 on the continuous observability inequality in the Neumann
<case for c s w with f ’ 0, c ’ 0, G / B, and h ? n F 0 on G , anS 0 00
w xadditional nontrivial step is needed. This is provided by a key result of 15
which will be quoted in Lemma 6.2 below. Combined with Theorem 3.4,
this result will permit us to obtain the following theorem, which may be
Ž .viewed as the main estimate at the energy le¤el of the present paper, the
w xcounterpart of 17, Theorem 2.1.5 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Assume H.1 , H.2 , H.3 , and that f g L Q . Let w be2
Ž . Ž .a solution of 3.7 in the class 3.8 .
Ž .a Then, the following estimate holds true. There exists a constant k ) 0f, t
for t sufficiently large such that, for any e ) 0,0
2
› wT 22 2 1r2qe5 5q w dS q const f dQ q C w 0H H H L Ž0 , T ; H ŽV ..t f , t f , e 20ž /›n0 G QA
G k E T q E 0 . 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .f , t
Ž . Ž .b Assume, further, that the solution w of 3.7 satisfies hypothesis
Ž .3.17 .
Ž .Then, estimate 3.18 holds true with H replaced by H .G G1
Ž .Not only does estimate 3.18 imply the continuous observability inequal-
Ž . Ž .ity 1.8 for c s w, under the required assumption 3.17 ,
›c
<c ’ 0, G / B, h ? n F 0 on G ; and s 0,S 0 00 ›nA S1
Ž . Ž .by dropping E T in 3.18 and by absorbing the lower-order interior term
Ž .by compactnessruniqueness. Moreover, 3.18 implies also an inverse, or
recovery, estimate for the following closed loop problem with explicit
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dissipative feedback in the Neumann B.C.:
w q Aw s F w , 3.19aŽ . Ž .t t 1
w 0, ? s w , w 0, ? s w , 3.19bŽ . Ž . Ž .0 t 1
<w ’ 0, 3.19cŽ .S 0
› w
s yw . 3.19dŽ .t›nA S1
Ž . ŽPart i of the following result is standard perturbation of the dissipative
. Ž .case F ’ 0, handled by Lumer]Phillips theorem ; part ii }a recovery, or1
inverse, estimate}follows from Theorem 3.15 via compactnessrunique-
ness; see Remark 3.1.
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. With reference to the closed loop problem 3.19 , we ha¤e:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i when G / B, under assumptions H.1 and H.2 for A and F ,0 1
Ž .  4  Ž . Ž .4problem 3.19 generates a s.c. semigroup w , w g Y “ w t , w t g0 1 t
Žw x . 1 Ž . Ž .C 0, T ; Y , Y s H V = L V ;G 20
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii when G s B, the same result, under H.1 , H.2 , holds true, with0
1Ž . Ž .Y ’ H V = L V replaced now by its proper subspace2
w xY ’ u , u g Y : u dG q u dV s 0 , 3.20Ž .H H0 1 2 1 2½ 5
G V1
Ž Ž . .topologized by see 4.1.1 below
2 2 2< < 4u , u s = u q u dV , 3.21Ž .H gY1 2 g 1 20
V
0 IŽ . w xwhich is a norm on Y but only a seminorm on Y . The operator , with0 yA 0
domain
› u12 1w xD ’ u , u g H V = H V : s yu , 3.22Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2½ 5›nA
Ž .is dissipati¤e on Y , since, by 4.1.1 below,0
u u0 I 1 1 2, s y u dG ; 3.23Ž .H 2u už /yA 0 2 2 GY0
moreo¤er, it is maximal dissipati¤e on Y , since0
fu 10 I 1 w xlI y s , u , u g D 3.24Ž .1 2uyA 0 f2 2
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Ž .means, ¤ia 4.1.1 below,
l u dG q u dV s f dG q f dV , 3.25Ž .H H H H1 2 1 2
G V G V
w x Ž . w xso that, gi¤en f , f g Y , 3.24 has a unique solution u , u g D for1 2 0 1 2
Ž .l ) 0, which, moreo¤er, satisfies the side condition of Y in 3.20 , by ¤irtue0
Ž .of 3.25 ;
Ž . Ž .iii under the additional assumption H.3 , and the uniqueness continu-
ation property of Remark 3.1, the following inequality holds: for all T
sufficiently large, there exists a positi¤e constant k ) 0 such thatf, t
2 k E T ;Ž .› w f , tT
dS G 3.26Ž .H H 1ž / ½ k E 0 .›n Ž .0 G f , tA1
Ž . Ž . ŽRemark 3.5. When F ’ 0 in 3.19a , estimate 3.26 implies is equiva-1
. Ž .lent to uniform stabilization of problem 3.19 : there exist constants
ya tŽ . Ž . 'M G 1, a ) 0 such that E t F Me E 0 , where E ? is the Y ’Ž .
1 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .H V = L V -norm case i , or the Y -norm in 3.21 case ii , whereG 2 00
.  4 Ž .Remark 3.3 is relevant of the solution w, w of 3.19 .t
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3: CARLEMAN ESTIMATE
Ž .FIRST VERSION
4.1. Preliminaries
We collect here a few formulas to be invoked in the sequel.
Ž .A Green's formula. Below, in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, 4.2.7 as
Ž .well as of Lemma 4.2.2, 4.2.12 , we shall make use of the following
1Ž . Ž .Green's formula. Let z x g C V . Then, the following identity holds
true:
› w
² :Aw z dV s = w , = z dV y z dG. 4.1.1Ž . Ž .H H g Hg g ›nV V G A
Ž . Ž .In fact, to prove 4.1.1 , we write, by recalling 2.15 for Aw, and the usual
w Ž .xdivergence formula 14, A.1 ,
Aw z dV s y z div = w dV 4.1.2Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 0 g
V V
s = w ? = z dV y z = w ? n dG. 4.1.3Ž .H Hg 0 g
V G
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, recalling identity 2.11 , and 2.12 for › wr›n , we see that 4.1.3A
Ž .leads to 4.1.1 , as desired.
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Ž . tfAn identity. Let f be the function in 3.6a . Let H s e h, with
Ž .h s = f by 3.6e . Finally, let X s = w. Then, the following identity to beg g
Ž .invoked in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, 4.2.9 , holds true,
² : tfDH X , X s D H , X s D e h , = w 4.1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;gX = w gg g
2tf tf 2s t e h w q e D f = w , = w , 4.1.5Ž . Ž .Ž .g g
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .where we have recalled 2.22 , and where h w s = w, h by 2.11 .gg
Ž .Proof of 4.1.5 . We preliminarily compute, by using the axioms of the
connection D,
D H s D etf h s X ? = etf h q etfD hŽ . Ž .X X 0 X
s t etf X ? = fh q etfD h. 4.1.6Ž .0 X
Ž . Ž .Thus, 4.1.6 yields by 2.11 ,
² : tf ² : tf² :D H , X s t e X f h , X q e D h , X . 4.1.7Ž . Ž .g gX X
Ž . Ž .As to the second term in 4.1.7 , with h s = f by 3.6e , we have, recallingg
Ž .definition 2.25 of Hessian of f:
² : ² : 2D h , X s D = f , X ’ D f X , X . 4.1.8Ž . Ž .Ž .g gX X g
Ž .As to the first term in 4.1.17 , we have with X s = w, h s = f, recallingg g
Ž . Ž .2.8 or 2.11 :
² : ² : ² :X f s = f , X s h , X s h , = w s h w . 4.1.9Ž . Ž . Ž .g g gg g
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, 4.1.8 and 4.1.9 , used on the R.H.S. of 4.1.7 yields for X s = w,g
h s = f :g
2tf tf 2² :D H , X s t e h w q e D f X , X , 4.1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .gX
Ž .which, in turn, proves 4.1.5 .
Ž .A second identity. Let f be the function in 3.6a . The following
Ž .identity, to be invoked in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, Eqn. 4.2.11 ,
holds true
1 d 2tf tf tf² : < <= w , = e f w s t e f w h w q e f = w . 4.1.11Ž . Ž .g gg g t t t t t g2 dt
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Ž . Ž .Proof of 4.1.11 . Since f does not depend on x, by 3.6e , invokingt
Ž .identity 2.13 , we obtain
tf tf² := w , = e f w s = e f w ? = wgg g t t 0 t t g
s t etff v = f ? = w q etff = w ? = w , 4.1.12Ž .t t 0 g t 0 t g
Ž . Ž .where, with h s = f by 3.6e , and recalling 2.11 , we haveg
² : ² := f ? = w s = f , = w s h , = w s h w ; 4.1.13Ž . Ž .g g0 g g g g
1 d 2² : < <= w ? = w s = w , = w s = w . 4.1.14Ž .g g0 t g g t g g2 dt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Inserting 4.1.13 and 4.1.14 in 4.1.12 yields 4.1.11 , as desired.
4.2. Energy Methods in the Riemann Metric
We will complete the proof of Theorem 3.3 through several proposi-
w xtions. The strategy follows closely the proof of 17, Section 2 for constant
Ž .coefficient principal part A s yD , except that it is carried out in the
Ž .Riemann metric g defined by 2.2 , rather than in the Euclidean metric as
w xin 17 . The close parallelism between the present treatment and that of
w x17 will be emphasized in the intermediate results as well. The counterpart
w xof 17, Proposition 2.2.1 is
Ž .Step 1. PROPOSITION 4.2.1. Let w be a solution of 3.7 within the class
Ž . w x3.8 . Then the following identity holds true, where S s 0, T = G; Q s
w x0, T = V.
› w 1 2tf tf 2 < <e h w y f w dS q e w y = w h ? n dSŽ .H H gt t t g›n 2S SA
1 2tf 2 2 tf< <s e D f = w , = w dQ q w y = w div e h dQŽ .Ž .H H gg g t g 02Q Q
1 d 222 tf tf< <q w q = w e f dQ q t e h w dQŽ .Ž .H g Ht g t2 dtQ Q
T1
tf tfy 2t e h w f w dQ q e h w y f w w dVŽ . Ž .H Ht t t t t2Q V 0
T1 2tf < <y e f = w dVH gt g2 V 0
tfy F w q f e h w y w f dQ. 4.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 t t
Q
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In 4.2.1 , we have h x s = f s = ¤ x , see 3.3 , 3.6e , whileg g
2 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .D f , is the Hessian as defined in 2.25 of the function f in 3.6a ;
Ž . ² : ² : Ž . Ž .finally, h w s h, = w s = ¤ , = w s = w ? h by 2.8 , and 2.11 , withg gg g g 0
Ž .the vector field h defined by 3.3 .
Ž .Proof. We multiply both sides of 3.7 by the main multiplier
tf Ž x , t .e h w y f w , 4.2.2Ž . Ž .t t
w Ž .xcounterpart of the one in 17, eqn. 2.2.1a and integrate over Q s
w x0, T = V by parts.
Ž .Left-hand side. We shall show below that on the left-hand side L.H.S.
Ž . Ž . Ž .of 3.7 we obtain, recalling Lemma 2.1 b ] e ,
T
tfL.H.S.s w e = f w y f w dV dtŽ .H H t t g t t
0 V
1 d
2 tf tfs w div e h q e f dQŽ . Ž .H t 0 t2 dtQ
y t etf h w f w dQŽ .H t t
Q
T1 1
tf 2 tfy e w h ? n dS q e h w y f w w dV ,Ž .H Ht t t t2 2S V 0
4.2.3Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :where = f s h by 3.6e , so that = f w s h w s = w, h s = w ? h bygg g g 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.8 , 2.11 . Indeed, integrating by parts in t, and recalling that = f s h xg
is time-independent, we compute
T
T
tf tfw e h w dt dV s e w h w dVŽ . Ž .H H Ht t t
V 0 V 0
y t etff w h w dQ y etf w h w dQ.Ž . Ž .H Ht t t t
Q Q
4.2.4Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Now the last term in 4.2.4 , where h w s h ? = w by 2.11 , is rewritten,t 0 t
w Ž .xby the usual formula for divergence 14, A.1 , as
1 1
tf tf 2 tf 2e w h w dQ s e h w dQ s e h ? = w dQŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Ht t t 0 t2 2Q Q Q
1 1
tf 2 2 tfs e w h ? n dS y w div e h dQ. 4.2.5Ž . Ž .H Ht t 02 2S Q
Similarly, integrating by parts in t, we compute
1 dT T
tf tf 2w e f w dt dV s e f w dt dVŽ .H H H Ht t t t t t2 dtV 0 V 0
T1 1 d
tf 2 2 tfs e f w dV y w e f dQ.Ž .H Ht t t t2 2 dtV Q0
4.2.6Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 4.2.5 in 4.2.4 and subtracting off 4.2.6 yields 4.2.3 , as
desired.
Ž . wRight-hand side. Multiplying the right-hand side R.H.S. yAw q
Ž . x Ž . Ž . tf w Ž . xF w q f of 3.7 by the multiplier in 4.2.2 , e h w y f w , and1 t t
w xintegrating over Q s 0, T = V, we obtain
T
tfR.H.S.s y Aw e h w y f w dV dtŽ . Ž .H H t t
0 V
tfq F w q f e h w y f w dQŽ . Ž .H 1 t t
Q
› w 1 2tf tf< <s e h w y f w dS y = w e h ? n dSŽ .H H gt t g›n 2S SA
1 d2 tf tf< <q = w div e h y e f dQŽ . Ž .H gg 0 t½ 52 dtQ
2tf 2 tfy e D f = w , = w dQ y t e h w dQŽ .Ž .H Hg g
Q Q
T1 2tf tf < <q t e f w h w dQ q e f = w dVŽ .H H gt t t g2Q V 0
tfq F w q f e h w y f w dQ. 4.2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 t t
Q
2Ž . Ž Ž ..where D , is the Hessian see 2.25 of the function f defined by
Ž .3.6a .
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Ž . Ž .Proof of 4.2.7 . Indeed, using Green's formula 4.1.1 with z s
tf w Ž . xe h w y f w , we computet t
tfy Aw e h w y f w dGŽ . Ž .H t t
V
› w
tfs e h w y f w dGŽ .H t t ›nG A
tf tf² : ² :y = w , = e h w dV q = w , = e f w dV .Ž .H g H gg g g g t t
V V
4.2.8Ž .
Ž .As to the first integral over V on the right-hand side of 4.2.8 , we obtain
Ž . Ž . tf Ž .from Lemma 2.1 f , 2.14 , with H s e h, as well as by identity 4.1.5 ,
1 2tf tf tf² : < <= w , = e h w s D e h = w , = w q div = w e hŽ . Ž . Ž .g gž /g g g g 0 g2
1 2 tf< <y = w div e hŽ .gg 02
2tf tf 2by 4.15 s t e h w q e D f = w , = wŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .g g
1 12 2tf tf< < < <q div = w e h y = w div e h .Ž .g gž /0 g g 02 2
4.2.9Ž .
Ž .We next integrate 4.2.9 over Q, apply the divergence theorem
Ž . < < 2 tfH div zh dV s H zh ? n dG with z s = w e to the third term ofgV 0 G g
Ž .4.2.9 , and obtain
T
tf² := w , = e h w dV dtŽ .H H gg g
0 V
1 22tf tf< <s e = w h ? n dS q t e h w dQŽ .H g Hg2 S Q
1 2tf 2 tf< <q e D f = w , = w dQ y = w div e h dQ. 4.2.10Ž . Ž .Ž .H H gg g g 02Q Q
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Ž .As to the second integral term over V on the right-hand side of 4.2.8 , we
Ž .invoke identity 4.1.11 and integrate by parts,
T
tf² := w , = e f w dQH H gg g t t
0 V
1 dT 2tf tf < <by 4.1.11 s t e f w h w dQ q e f = w dt dVŽ . Ž .Ž . H H H gt t t g2 dtQ V 0
T1 2tf tf < <s t e f w h w dQ q e f = w dVŽ .H H gt t t g2Q V 0
1 d2 tf< <y = w e f dQ. 4.2.11Ž .Ž .H gg t2 dtQ
Ž . w x Ž .Next, after 4.2.8 has been integrated over 0, T , we insert 4.2.10 and
Ž . Ž .4.2.11 into it and obtain 4.2.7 , as desired.
Ž . Ž .Finally, we combine the L.H.S.s 4.2.3 with the R.H.S.s 4.2.7 , and
Ž .we thus obtain 4.2.1 . The proof of Proposition 4.2.1 is complete.
Step 2. The following lemma will be invoked repeatedly for various
Ž . wsuitable choices of the function m x, t . It is the counterpart of 17,
xLemma 2.2.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2.2. Let w be a solution of 3.7 in the class 3.8 . Let m x, t
be a C1-function defined o¤er Q. Then the following identity holds true,
2 < < 2 ² :w y = w m dQ s w = w , = m dQ y ww m dQH g H g Hž /t g g g t t
Q Q Q
T
y F w q f wm dQ q ww m dQŽ .H H1 t
Q V 0
› w
y wm dS. 4.2.12Ž .H
›nS A
Ž .Proof. We multiply both sides of 3.7 by wm and integrate by parts,
Ž . Ž .invoking the Green formula 4.1.1 . This way, 4.2.12 is obtained.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Let w be a solution of 3.7 in the class 3.8 . Then
the following identity holds true,
› w 1 › w
tfe h w y f w dS q wm dSŽ .H Ht t ›n 2 ›nS SA A
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1 2tf 2 < <q e w y = w h ? n dSH gt g2 S
s etfD2f = w , = w dQ y 2c etf w2 dQŽ .H Hg g t
Q Q
12tf ² :q t e h w y w f dQ q w = w , = m dQŽ .H H gt t g g2Q Q
1 1
y ww m dQ y F w q f wm dQŽ .H Ht t 12 2Q Q
Ttfy F w q f e h w y f w dQ q a t , 4.2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 t t 0
Q
Ž . ² : Ž . 2 Ž . Ž Ž ..where h w s = w, h by 2.11 , D f , is the Hessian of f see 2.25 ,gg
and where we ha¤e set
d
tf tfm x , t s div e h y e fŽ . Ž . Ž .0 tdt
2tf 2< <s e t = f y tf y Af q 2c ; 4.2.14Ž .gg t
1
tfa t s e w h w y f w dVŽ . Ž .H t t t2V
1 12tf < <y e f = w dV q w wm dV . 4.2.15Ž .H g Ht g t2 2V V
Ž .Proof. We apply Lemma 4.2.2 with the choice m s m in 4.2.14 , and
Ž .obtain from 4.2.12 ,
1 22 tf< <w y = w div e h dQŽ .H gt g 02 Q
1 d 122 tf< < ² :s w y = w e f dQ q w = w , = m dQŽ .H g H gt g t g g2 dt 2Q Q
1 1
y ww m dQ y F w q f wm dQŽ .H Ht t 12 2Q Q
T1 1 › w
q ww m dV y wm dS. 4.2.16Ž .H Ht2 2 ›nV S0 A
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Ž . Ž .Inserting 4.2.16 into the right-hand side of 4.2.1 , to replace the second
integral term over Q, yields after a cancellation,
› w 1 2tf tf 2 < <e h w y f w dS q e w y = w h ? n dSŽ .H H gt t t g›n 2S SA
1 › w
q wm dSH2 ›nS A
d
tf 2 2 tfs e D f = w , = w dQ q w e f dQŽ . Ž .H Hg g t tdtQ Q
1 1
² :q w = w , = m dQ y ww m dQH g Hg g t t2 2Q Q
2tf tfq t e h w dQ y 2t e h w f w dQŽ . Ž .H H t t
Q Q
TT1 1
tfq ww m dV q e h w y f w w dVŽ .H Ht t t t2 2V V0 0
T1 12tf < <y e f = w dV y F w q f wm dQŽ .H g Ht g 12 2V Q0
tfy F w q f e h w y w f dQ. 4.2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 t t
Q
We next combine the second, the fifth, and the sixth term on the
Ž .right-hand side of 4.2.17 in a perfect square,
d 22 tf tf tfw e f dQ y 2t e f w h w dQ q t e h w dQŽ . Ž .Ž .H H Ht t t tdtQ Q Q
2tf tf 2s t e h w y f w dQ y 2c e w dQ, 4.2.18Ž . Ž .H Ht t t
Q Q
d tf tf 2 tf 2Ž . w x w x Ž .expanding e f s e tf q f s e tf y 2c , see 3.6e . Usingt t t t tdt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.2.18 into the right-hand side of 4.2.17 yields 4.2.13 via 4.2.15 , as
desired.
w xThe following result is the counterpart of 17, Theorem 2.2.4 .
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Step 3
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2.4 Final identity . Let w be a solution of 3.7 in the class
Ž .3.8 . Then the following identity holds true,
< tf 2 tf < < 2BT s e D f = w , = w dQ y 2 r e = w dQŽ . Ž .S H H gw g g g
Q Q
22tf 2 tf< <q ryc e = w qw dQqt e h w yf w dQŽ . Ž .H g Hg t t t
Q Q
d 1
tfq ww r q c e y m dQŽ . Ž .H t tdt 2Q
1
tfq w = w , = m y r q c = e dQŽ . Ž .H g g g¦ ;2Q g
1
tfq F w q f w r q c e y m dQŽ . Ž .H 1 2Q
Ttfy F w q f e h w y f w dQ q b t , 4.2.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 01 t t
Q
Ž . Ž . <where m is defined by 4.2.14 . Moreo¤er, the boundary term BT is gi¤enSw
by
› w
tf<BT s e h w y f w dSŽ . Ž .S Hw t t ›nS A
› w 1
tfq w m y r q c e dSŽ .H
›n 2S A
1 2tf 2 < <q e w y = w h ? n dS , 4.2.20Ž .H gt g2 S
Ž .and b t is defined by
b t s a t y r q c etf w w dV , 4.2.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H t
V
Ž . Ž .where a t is defined in 4.2.15 .
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Proof. We return to the first two integral terms in Q on the right-hand
Ž .side of identity 4.2.13 and rewrite them, after adding and subtracting, as
etfD2f = w , = w dQ y 2c etf w2 dQŽ .H Hg g t
Q Q
tf 2 tf < < 2s e D f = w , = w dQ y 2 r e = w dQŽ .H H gg g g
Q Q
tf < < 2 tf 2q 2 r e = w dQ y 2c e w dQH g Hg t
Q Q
tf 2 tf < < 2s e D f = w , = w dQ y 2 r e = w dQŽ .H H gg g g
Q Q
tf < < 2 tf 2q r y c e = w dQ q r y c e w dQŽ . Ž .H g Hg t
Q Q
2tf 2< <q r q c e = w y w dQ. 4.2.22Ž . Ž .H gg t
Q
Ž . tfNext, we apply Lemma 4.2.2, 4.2.12 , with the choice m s e , and obtain
2tf 2< <e = w y w dQH gg t
Q
d › w
tf tf tf² :s ww e dQ y w = w , = e dQ q we dSŽ . Ž .H H g Ht g gdt ›nQ Q S A
T
tf tfy w we dV q F w q f we dQ. 4.2.23Ž . Ž .H Ht 1
Q Q0
Ž . Ž . Ž .We then use 4.2.23 into the last term of 4.2.22 after inserting 4.2.22
Ž . Ž .into 4.2.13 and obtain 4.2.19 .
Step 4. Henceforth, we concentrate our analysis on the right-hand side
Ž . Ž .R.H.S. of the fundamental identity 4.2.19 of Theorem 4.2.4. So far, the
parameter t ) 0 has been arbitrary. The next lemma and its proof show
the key virtue of the free parameter t entering the present multiplier
Ž . Ž .4.2.2 in dealing with the general first-order differential operator F w as1
Ž .in 1.3 : choosing t sufficiently large permits the absorption of a bad
Ž .energy level term, which arises precisely because F w is of order 1.1
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2.5. Let w be a solution of 3.7 in the class 3.8 . With
Ž .reference to some selected terms on the right-hand side of identity 4.2.19 , we
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ha¤e:
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :i For any e ) 0, we ha¤e, recalling 1.3 and h w s h, = w withgg
h s = f,g
2tf tft e h w y f w dQ y F w q f e h w y f w dQŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ht t 1 t t
Q Q
CT 2tfG t y e h w y f w dQŽ .H t tž /2e Q
e 22 2 2 tf< <y w q = w q w q f e dQ, 4.2.24Ž .H gt g2 Q
Ž .where C is the constant in 1.3 .T
Ž .ii Next, for any e ) 0, we ha¤e
tfd e 1Ž .
ww r q c y m dQŽ .H t tdt 2Q
1
tfq w = w , = m y r q c e dQŽ .H g g¦ ;2Q g
1
tfq F w q f w r q c e y m dQŽ . Ž .H 1 2Q
e T constt2 2tf 2 2< < 5 5G y e w q = w q f dQ y w ,H g CŽw0, T x ; L ŽV ..t g 22 2eQ
4.2.25Ž .
where const is a constant depending on t .t
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Furthermore, recalling 4.2.21 and 4.2.15 , we ha¤e
T 2ydt< 5 5b t F C 1 q t e E 0 q E T q w , 4.2.26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 CŽw0, T x ; L ŽV ..2
Ž .where the constant C is independent of T or t , and where E ? is defined
Ž .in 3.11 .
Ž . Ž . 2Proof. For both i and ii , we use the inequality 2 ab F e a q
Ž . 2 < < Ž .1re b , where a denotes ``energy terms'' w , = w , F w , while b de-gt g 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .notes the ``lower-order terms'' i.e., w . Here, we recall 1.3 for F w as1
Ž . Ž .well as 4.2.14 for m and 3.6e .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Here we use 3.6c in estimating a t and b t in 4.2.15 and
Ž . Ž .4.2.21 ; see also 4.2.14 for m.
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Remark 4.2.1. In the second integral over Q on the left-hand side of
Ž . Ž . w Ž . x2 Ž . ² :4.2.24 , both factors F w and h w y f w , h w s h, = w byg1 t t g
Ž .2.11 , are energy levels, when F is a general first-order operator. The1
virtue of the free parameter t is seen in the first term on the right-hand
Ž . Ž .side of 4.2.24 , in making the coefficient t y C r2e ) 0 after e ) 0 hasT
been fixed, and dropping that term; see next result.
Step 5. We complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. As explained in
Remark 4.2.1, with e ) 0 given in Lemma 4.2.5, we select the parameter t
as t s C re so that t y C r2e s C r2e ) 0, drop the first term on theT T T
Ž . Ž .R.H.S. of 4.2.24 , then use the remaining version of inequality 4.2.24
Ž . Ž .along with 4.2.25 in the R.H.S. of identity 4.2.19 . We obtain
constt 2 tf 2< 5 5BT q T w q e e f dQŽ . S CŽw0, T x ; L ŽV .. Hw 22e Q
tf 2 tf < < 2G e D f = w , = w dQ y 2 r e = w dQŽ .H H gg g g
Q Q
T2tf 2< <q r y c y e e = w q w dQ y b t . 4.2.27Ž . Ž . Ž .H gg t 0
Q
Ž . Ž .Next, we invoke assumption H.3 , in the form of 3.2b , so that the first
Ž . Ž .two terms on the R.H.S. of 4.2.27 vanish; moreover, we recall 4.2.26 for
w Ž .xT Ž . Ž .b t , and thus obtain the desired inequality 3.9a from 4.2.27 , where0
Ž . Ž . Ž .e s C rt . Then, inequality 3.9a yields 3.9b , by recalling property 3.6dT
of f. Theorem 3.3 is proved.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4: CARLEMAN ESTIMATES
Ž .SECOND VERSION ; AND OF THEOREM 3.1
Ž .DIRICHLET CASE
5.1. Proof of Theorem 3.4
Ž .Having already established 3.9 of Theorem 3.3, as proved in Section 4,
Ž .we obtain then 3.14 of Theorem 3.4, by simply using in the integral
t1 Ž . Ž .H E t dt on the R.H.S. of 3.9b the inequalityt0
E 0 q E TŽ . Ž . yC TTE t G e y L T , 0 F t F T , 5.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
› wT T T 22 5 5L T s f dQ q 2 w dS q C w dt. 5.1.2Ž . Ž .H H H H H L ŽV .t T 2›n0 V 0 G 0A
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w xBut all this follows directly from 17, Lemma 2.3.1 , which yields, for
T G t G s G 0,
C Ž tys.TE t F E s q L T e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.1.3Ž .
C Ž tys.TE s F E t q L T e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w Ž .x Ž .in its proof 17, eqn. 2.3.6 . Next, the inequality on the right of 5.1.3 with
s s 0, and that on the left with t s T and s s t, yield then
C TTE 0 F E t q L T e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
5.1.4Ž .
C TTE T F E t q L T e .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Summing up these two inequalities in 5.1.4 , we arrive at 5.1.1 , as
desired.
Ž . w x Ž .Thus, using 5.1.1 into the integral over t , t on the R.H.S. of 3.9b ,0 1
we obtain
C CT T yŽtd r2. 2<BT q q r y c y e t y t f dQŽ . Ž .S Hw 1 0ž /t t Q
› wT 25 5q 2 w dS q TC const wH H CŽw0, T x ; L ŽV ..t T t 2›n0 G A
C t y tŽ .T 1 0yŽtd r2. yC TTG e r y c y e½ ž /t 2
yŽ dt r2.yC 1 q t e E T q E 0 , 5.1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5
Ž . Ž .from which 3.14 of Theorem 3.4 is obtained, via 3.16 . The proof of
Theorem 3.4 is complete.
Ž .5.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1 Dirichlet Case
Ž . ŽLet c be a solution of the c-problem in 1.4 including the B.C.
< .c ’ 0 . We want to apply Theorem 3.4 to it.S
< < 2 Ž .Step 1. First, we deal with the values of = c and h c on thegg
Ž . < Ž .boundary G, respectively, as required by BT in 3.10 .Sw
Ž . wLEMMA 5.2.1. Let c be the solution of problem 1.4 including the B.C.
< x Ž . < Ž .c ’ 0 . Then, in this case, the boundary term BT defined by 3.16S Sc
Ž .and 3.10 reduces to
21 ›c h ? n
tf< <BT s BT s e dS , 5.2.1Ž .Ž .Ž . S S Hc c 2ž /2 ›n < <nS A gA
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Ž . Ž .where, ¤ia 2.5 , we define n x ,A
n n ›
n x s a x n x s A x n x , 5.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝA i j jž / › xiis1 js1
to be the normal of the submanifold G in the Riemannian metric g.
n Ž .Proof. Given x g R , the vector = c x has the decomposition intog
Ž n Ž ..direct product in R , g x asx
n nA A
= c x s = c x , q Y xŽ . Ž . Ž .g g¦ ;< < < <n ng gA Ag
1 ›c ›c
s n q s. 5.2.3Ž .A2ž /›n › s< <n AgA
Ž . Ž . Ž .Here, by 5.2.2 , 2.9 , and 2.12 ,
² : ² := c x , n x s = c x , A x n xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g gg A g
›c
s = c x ? n x s . 5.2.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .g ›nA
Ž . n ² Ž . : Ž .Moreover, Y x g R satisfies Y x , n s 0; consequently, by 2.9 andgx A
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² Ž . Ž .: Ž .5.2.2 , Y x ? n x s Y x , n x s 0, that is, Y x g G , the tangentgA x
space of G at x. Therefore, if s denotes a unit tangent vector, then, by
Ž .2.11 ,
›c xŽ .
² :Y x s = c x , s s = c x ? s s 5.2.4bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .gg 0 › s
Ž . Ž .is the tangential gradient. Thus, 5.2.4a]b show the R.H.S. of 5.2.3 . By
Ž . Ž .5.2.3 and 2.11 , we have
12 2< < ² : ² := c s = c , = c s = c c s = c x , n x q Y cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .g g gg g g g g A2< <n xŽ . gA
5.2.5aŽ .
21 ›c
s , 5.2.5bŽ .2 ž /›n< <n xŽ . AgA
< Ž . Ž .since c s 0, hence = c H G and hence Y c s = c ? Y s 0 by 2.11 .S 0 0
Ž .Similarly, h x has the decomposition into direct product
n x n xŽ . Ž .A A
h x s h x , q Z x , 5.2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;< < < <n x n xŽ . Ž .g gA Ag
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where Z x g G . Moreover, by 5.2.2 , 2.12 , and 2.11 , we havex
›c
s A x = c ? n x s = c ? A x n x s = c ? n xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 A›nA
² :s = c , n , 5.2.7Ž .gg A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since the matrix A x is symmetric. Hence, by 2.11 , 5.2.2 , 5.2.6 , 5.2.7 ,
Ž .and 2.9 ,
² :h c x s = c , hŽ . Ž . gg
n xŽ .A ² : ² :s h x , = c , n x q = c , Z x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .g gg A g2¦ ;< <n xŽ . gA g
5.2.8Ž .
² : ² :h x , n x ›c h x , A x n x ›cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g gA
h c x s s ,Ž . Ž . 2 2ž /›n ›n< < < <n x n xŽ . Ž .A Ag gA A
5.2.9Ž .h x ? n x ›cŽ . Ž .
by 2.9 s ,Ž .Ž . 2 ž /›n< <n xŽ . AgA
< ² :since, as before, c ’ 0, hence, = c H G, and = c , Z s = c ? Z s 0,S g0 g 0
Ž .via 2.11 .
Ž . < Ž .Finally, we return to definition 3.10 for BT written for c ; use hereS
< Ž . Ž .c ’ 0, hence c ’ 0, as well as 5.2.5 and 5.2.9 , to obtainS t
›c 1 2tf tf< < <BT s e h c dS y e = c h ? n dS 5.2.10Ž . Ž .Ž . S H H gc g›n 2S SA
2 2
›c h ? n 1 ›c h ? n
tf tfs e dS y e dS. 5.2.11Ž .H H2 2ž / ž /›n 2 ›n< < < <n nS SA Ag gA A
Ž . Ž .Then, 5.2.11 yields 5.2.1 , as desired.
Step 2. Completion of the Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the Dirichlet case, to
Ž . Ž .obtain the continuous observability inequality 1.5 from inequality 3.15
Ž .of Theorem 3.4 already proved, it suffices to return to 5.2.1 ; since
Ž . Ž . Ž .h x ? n x F 0 for x g G by assumption, we readily have from 5.2.1 ,0
21 h x ? n x ›cŽ . Ž . T
tf <max e dS G BT . 5.2.12Ž .Ž .H H Sc2 ž /ž /2 ›n< <xgG n x 0 GŽ .1 Ag 1A
0-t-T
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Ž . Ž . ŽThen 5.2.12 used on the left-hand side of inequality 3.15 yields when
.the parameter t ) 0 is large enough and f ’ 0 ,
2
›cT 25 5dS q k c G k E 0 , 5.2.13Ž . Ž .H H CŽw0, T x ; L ŽV ..2 12ž /›n0 G A1
where k , k ) 0 are constants.1 2
Ž . Ž .To get the sought-after inequality 1.5 from 5.2.13 , we only need to
5 5 2 Ž .drop the low-order term k c in 5.2.13 . This may be done,CŽw0, T x; L ŽV ..2 2
w xas usual, by a compactnessruniqueness argument 19, 14 ; see Remark 3.1.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5: MAIN
INVERSE INEQUALITY
Ž .We prove the specialized version of Theorem 3.5 for w solution of 3.7
Ž . Ž .within the class 3.8 , which moreover satisfies hypothesis 3.17 .
Step 1
Ž . Ž . <LEMMA 6.1. Let w sol¤e 3.7 and satisfy 3.17 : w ’ 0 and h ? n F 0S 0
on G .0
Ž . Ž . < Ž .a Then, in this case, the boundary terms BT defined by 3.16 ,Sw
Ž .3.10 reduce to
< < <BT s BT q BT ; 6.1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .S S Sw w w0 1
< <BT s BTŽ .Ž . S Sw w0 0
21 h x ? n x › wŽ . Ž .T
tfs e dS F 0; 6.2Ž .H H ž /2 n x ›nŽ .0 G A A0
2 2› w › wT 2<BT F C q q w dSŽ . S H Hw t1 ž /ž /½ ›n › s0 G A1
5 5 2 1r2qeq w 6.3Ž .0L Ž0 , T ; H ŽV ..2 5
for any e ) 0, where › wr› s denotes, as before, the tangential gradient0
Ž . Ž .2 < < 2deri¤ati¤e of w on G, so that › wr› s s = w .0tangential
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Ž . Ž . <b Moreo¤er, if in addition, w satisfies also › wr›n ’ 0, thenSA 1
21 › wT
tf 2< <BT s BT s e w y h ? n dS. 6.4Ž . Ž .Ž . S S H Hw w t1 1 ž /2 › s0 G1
Ž . Ž .Proof. We return to 3.16 and 3.10 : we then see that BT and BTw w
Ž x <coincide on S s 0, T = G , since w ’ 0 by assumption. We mayS0 0 t 0
< Ž . < Ž .divide BT as in identity 6.1 , where BT is given by 6.2 by virtue ofS Sw w 0
Ž Ž . Ž .the same argument of Lemma 5.2.1 culminating in 5.2.10 and 5.2.11
. Ž . Ž .carried out this time on S . Similarly, from 3.16 and 3.10 , where0
Ž . ² :h w s = ¤ , = w , we readily obtaingg g
1 T 2tf 2< < < <BT s BT s e w y = w h ? n dS ,Ž .Ž . S S H H gw w t g1 1 2 0 G1
› w
when ’ 0; 6.5aŽ .
›nA S1
2
› wT 2 2< < <BT F C q = w q w dSŽ . S H H gw g t1 ž /½ ›n0 G A1
5 5 2 1r2qeq w , in general, 6.5bŽ .0L Ž0 , T ; H ŽV ..2 5
Ž .by use of trace theory applied to w g G . Next, the decomposition 5.2.3 of1
Ž .= w in normal and tangential components yields, by virtue of 5.2.5a ,g
22¡ › w › w
6.6aŽ ., when s 0;ž /› s ›nA S12 ~< <on G : = w sg1 g 22 21 › w › w
6.6bq , Ž .2 ž /ž /¢ ›n › s< <n xŽ . AgA
Ž . Ž .since, from 5.2.3 , Y x g G , the tangent space of G at x, we havex
Ž . Ž .2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y w s = w ? Y s › wr› s by 2.11 , 5.2.4b . Then, 6.6a and 6.6b ,0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .used in 6.5a and 6.5b , yield 6.4 and 6.3 , respectively. Lemma 6.1 is
proved.
w xStep 2. The following result is taken from 15, Section 7.2 . It is proved
by micro-local analysis. It is critical in eliminating artificial geometrical
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conditions of the earlier literature on the controlled part G of the1
boundary in the Neumann case.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.2. Let f g L Q and let w be a solution of 3.7 in the class2
Ž .3.8 .
Ž .a Then, for any e ) 0, e ) 0, and T ) 0, there exists a constant0
C ) 0 such thate , e , T0
22› w › wTye T 2dS F C q w dSH H H He , e , T t0ž / ž /½› s ›ne G 0 G A
5 5 1r2qe2 5 5 2q w q f . 6.7Ž .0L Ž0 , T ; H ŽV .. L ŽQ.2 2 5
Ž . Ž . <b Moreo¤er, if w satisfies in addition hypothesis 3.17 : w ’ 0 andS 0
Ž .h ? n F 0 on G , then inequality 6.7 holds true with G replaced by G .0 1
Ž .Step 4. We next use Lemma 6.2, 6.7 to eliminate the tangential
Ž . w Ž .xderivative from the estimate 6.3 or identity 6.4 of the boundary terms
Ž . w xBT evaluated over e , T y e = G .1w
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 6.3. Let f g L Q and let w be a solution of 3.7 in the2
Ž . Ž .class 3.8 . Moreo¤er, let w satisfy hypothesis 3.17 . Then, for all t ) 0
sufficiently large, there exists a constant k ) 0 such thatf, t
2
› w CTye T 22 tf 2 1r2qe5 5q w dS q e f dQ q C w 0H H H L Ž0 , T ; H ŽV ..t T 2ž /›n te G QA1
G k E T q E 0 . 6.8Ž . Ž . Ž .f , t
Ž . w xProof. We apply Theorem 3.4, estimate 3.15 , over e , T y e = G
w x Ž .rather than 0, T = G s S. In so doing, we use hypothesis 3.17 to invoke
Ž . Ž . < Ž .6.2 and conclude that BT F 0. Moreover, we invoke 6.3 forw e , Tye x=Gw 0
Ž . < Ž .BT and use the key estimate 6.7 . Finally, the right-hand sidew e , Tye x=Gw 1
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xof 3.15 becomes k E e q E T y e . Butf, t
yC eTE e q E T y e G E 0 q E T e y 2L T . 6.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .This can be proved as in the case of 5.1.1 : by using the inequality on the
Ž .right-hand side of 5.1.3 with s s 0 and t s e , and the inequality on
Ž .the left-hand side of 5.1.3 with t s T and s s T y e , and summing
Ž . Ž .up the resulting inequalities. This yields 6.9 . Then 6.8 is obtained.
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Step 5. Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.5. The sought-after
Ž . Ž .inequality 3.18 of Theorem 3.5 now follows at once from 6.8 of
Proposition 6.3, by further majorizing its left-hand side. Theorem 3.5 is
proved.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2: NEUMANN CASE
Ž . Ž .We return to inequality 3.18 of Theorem 3.5 b , written for the
Ž .solution w s c of problem 1.7 , with the boundary integral over G , since1
Ž . <by assumption 3.17 holds true: c ’ 0 and h ? n F 0 on G . Moreover,S 00
Ž . <on S , it suffices to take b ’ 0 in 1.7 , i.e., ›cr›n ’ 0. Then, asS1 A 1
Ž .f ’ 0, 3.18 becomes the inequality
2 5 5 1r2qe2c dS q k c G k E 0 , 7.1Ž . Ž .0H CŽw0, T x ; H ŽV ..t 1 2
S1
where k , k ) 0 are constants. Finally, by a compactnessruniqueness1 2
Ž .argument again, see Remark 3.1, we obtain the desired inequality in 1.8 .
Ž .Remark 7.1. Given the c-problem 1.7 , say with b ’ 0, the proof of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.5 uses 6.4 and 6.5a , 6.6a rather than 6.3 and 6.5b , 6.6b ,
a streamlined procedure.
Ž .8. SOME ILLUSTRATIONS WHERE ASSUMPTIONS H.1
Ž .AND H.3 ON A HOLD TRUE
Example 8.1. Let V ; R2 be a bounded domain. Assume that A is
defined by
› 1 q y6 › u › xy3 › u
Au s q2 6 2 6ž / ž /› x › x › x › y1 q x q y 1 q x q y
› xy3 › u › 1 q x 2 › u
q q . 8.1Ž .2 6 2 6ž / ž /› y › x › y › y1 q x q y 1 q x q y
Set
1 q y6 xy3
2 6 2 61 q x q y 1 q x q y
A x , y s a s . 8.2Ž . Ž . Ž .i j 3 2xy 1 q x 02 6 2 61 q x q y 1 q x q y
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Ž . Ž 2 6. Ž . 2 Ž .Then, det A x, y s 1r 1 q x q y ) 0, ; x, y g R , and A x, y is
Ž .strictly positive definite on the bounded domain V. Thus, assumption H.1
is verified.
Ž .The inverse of A x, y is
1 q x 2 yxy3y1G x , y s g s A x , y s . 8.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j 3 6ž /yxy 1 q y
Ž 2 .Consider the Riemannian manifold R , g , where the Riemannian
Ž . Ž .metric g is defined in the natural coordinate system x, y via 8.3 by
g s 1 q x 2 dx dx y xy3 dx dy y xy3 dy dx q 1 q y6 dy dy. 8.4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Consider the surface in R3 given by
1 1
2 4M s x , y , z N z s f x , y s x y y ,Ž . Ž .½ 52 4
Ž .with the induced Riemannian metric g . Then the projection mapM
Ž . Ž . Ž .F x, y, z s x, y , for any x, y, z g M, determines an isometry from M
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž .to R , g . The Gaussian curvature of R , g at x, y is therefore
k x , y s the Gaussian curvature of M at x , y , zŽ . Ž .
22 2 2› f › f › f
y2 2ž / ž /ž / › x› y› x › y
s 222› f › f
1 q qž / ž /› x › y
y3 y2
2s F 0, ; x , y g R . 8.5Ž . Ž .22 61 q x q yŽ .
Ž .Since, by 8.5 , the Gaussian curvature is non-positive, the function defined
by
¤ x s d2 x , x , x fixed g R2 , 8.6Ž . Ž . Ž .g 0 0
Ž . Ž .i.e., as the square of the distance d x, x , in the Riemann metric of 8.4 ,g 0
2 Ž 2 .from x to a given fixed point x g R , is in fact strictly convex on R , g0
w x Ž .W-S-Y, p. 108 . Thus, assumption H.3 also holds true in this case.
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EXAMPLE 8.2. Let V ; R n be a bounded domain and a ) 0 constants,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Consider the operator on R n,
n
2 21 q a xÝ j jn › › u › a a x x › uj/i i j i j
Au s y .Ý Ýn n





Ž . Ž .A x s a s ni j
2 21 q a xÝ k k
ks1
n
2 21 q a x ya a x x ??? ya a x xÝ i i 1 2 1 2 1 n 1 n
is2
2 2ya a x x 1 q a x ??? ya a x xÝ2 1 2 1 i i 2 n 2 n
i/2= . 8.8Ž .
??? ??? ??? ???
ny1 0
2 2ya a x x ya a x x ??? 1 q a xÝn 1 n 1 n 2 n 2 i i
is1
Ž .Then, the inverse of A x is
1 q a2 x 2 a a x x ??? a a x x1 1 1 2 1 2 1 n 1 n
2 2a a x x 1 q a x ??? a a x xy1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 n 2 nG x s g s A x s .Ž . Ž . Ž .i j
??? ??? ??? ??? 02 2a a x x a a x x ??? 1 q a xn 1 n 1 n 2 n 2 n n
8.9Ž .
Ž n .Consider the Riemannian manifold R , g , where the Riemannian
Žmetric g is determined in the natural coordinate system x s x , x ,1 2
. Ž .. . . , x via 8.8 byn
n
g s g dx dx s d q a a x x dx dx , 8.10Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i j i j i j i j
i , js1 i , js1
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where d is 1 if i s j, and 0 if i / j. It follows thati j
n
2< <g j j s d q a a x x j j G j ,Ž .Ý Ý 0i j i j i j i j i j i j
i , js1 i , js1
; x , j s j , j , . . . , j g R n . 8.11Ž . Ž .1 2 n
Ž n .It is easily checked from the above inequality that R , g is a complete
non-compact Riemannian manifold.
Let M be the hypersurface in R nq1 given by
n1
2w xM s x , x , . . . , x , x N x s a x , 8.12Ž .Ý1 2 n nq1 nq1 i i½ 52 is1
n w xwith the induced Riemannian metric in R . Then, by Y, Lemma 3.1 , M is
Ž .of everywhere positive sectional curvature. It is easily verified from 8.10
Ž n .that the map F : M “ R , g , defined by
w x w xF p s x s x , . . . , x , ;p s x , . . . , x , x g M ,Ž . 1 n 1 n nq1
Ž n . Ž n .is an isometry between M and R , g . Thus, R , g itself is of everywhere
Ž n .positive sectional curvature. Since R , g is a non-compact, complete
Riemannian manifold of everywhere positive sectional curvature, then
‘ Ž . Ž n . w xthere exists a C strictly convex function ¤ x on R , g by G-W .
Ž . Ž .Assumptions H.1 and H.3 are verified.
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